**NEW URBAN ARTS is COMING UP TALLER in 2009!**

**News in 2009**

The President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities names New Urban Arts a Coming Up Taller Award Winner! The Coming Up Taller Award is the nation’s highest honor in the field of out-of-school time arts and humanities programs, particularly those that reach underserved children and youth.

New Urban Arts is one of 20 organizations selected by the U.S. Department of Education for a national study of best practices in high school out-of-school programs.

New Urban Arts welcomes two new Arts Mentoring Fellows, Emmy Bright and Kedrin Frias. Emmy’s work in arts education spans the field: from arts administrator and teaching artist to researcher and theorist. She holds an M.Ed in Arts in Education from the Harvard Graduate School of Education. Kedrin is an alumni student of New Urban Arts where he has volunteered as an artist mentor for 7 years, positively transforming the lives of countless Providence teenagers.

RISCA funds the development of professional development workshops for educators, artists, and youth workers based on Creative Correspondence, New Urban Arts’ 2008 summer inquiry program. Learn more online at: www.dearprovidence.org.

New Urban Arts was one of only 18 organizations selected to receive a grant from the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts, through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.

New Urban Arts’ second Conversations on Creative Practice series launched in January bringing unique individuals to the studio to share how they integrate creativity into their personal and professional lives. Conversations was hosted by Arts Mentoring Fellows, Peter Hocking and Andrew Gesch. Special thanks to Arley-Rose Torsore, Jane Androski, Laurencia Strauss, Kath Connolly, Sarah Bernstein, Shea’la Finch, Jen Corace, Deb Dormody, Champe Speidel, and Lisa Harrison Speidel.

Former New Urban Arts Volunteer and RISD Community Arts Graduate Student, Felice Cleveland, interviews Arts Mentoring Fellow, Peter Hocking for Design*Sponge, a popular design blog that has 4,000 readers!

**NEW URBAN ARTS**

is a nationally-recognized arts studio and gallery for high school students and emerging artists in Providence, Rhode Island. Our mission is to build a vital community that empowers young people as artists and leaders to develop a creative practice they can sustain throughout their lives. In 2009, the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities named New Urban Arts a Coming Up Taller award winner, the nation’s highest honor for arts and humanities programs serving youth during out-of-school time. We serve over 300 high school students, 20 emerging artists and over 2,000 visitors each year through free youth programs, professional development, artist residencies and public performances, workshops and exhibitions. Visit newurbanarts.org for more information.
By using the arts to put young people in charge of their learning, we’re developing the next generation of citizens and leaders. At New Urban Arts, a sustainable creative practice is about continually seeking to bring people together. We recruit and train artists from a range of backgrounds to mentor high school students in free after-school and summer programs. Artists and young people work together without following a script. Everything that comes out of our studio is the result of artists and youth working as collaborators and peers. Over 90% of our seniors graduate high school and get into college. The majority of our students live in Providence’s poorest neighborhoods. In spite of the challenges they face, our young people graduate high school, go to college, and most importantly create opportunities for themselves.

A gallery visitor admires annual mail art installation organized in 2009 by Kedrin Frias.

2009 Studio Participants

How and why should New Urban Arts “grow?”

How do we change the lives of more artists and young people without sacrificing the family feeling in our storefront art studio and gallery? Last year we wrestled with this question, among others, as part of a broad planning process. Our desire for “purposive flexibility” grounded our thinking. Building on a community process of discussion, deliberation and research, we’re committed to the following priorities:

**SERVE:** Strengthen and refine our core programs to ensure that young people and artist mentors develop creative practices they can depend on throughout their lives.

**SHARE:** Extend our approach to a life-long creative practice by a) investing in an alumni network of mentors and students and by b) strengthening our communications strategy to influence the movement to make creativity and imagination a vital part of public life.

**SUSTAIN:** Secure our long-term future through diversifying and stabilizing funding sources, developing long-term assets, and securing a more permanent home. These priorities balance our commitment to remaining local, small, and nimble with the reality that national needs are too great to ignore. We hope the stories in this newsletter will help you see what our new commitments look like in practice.

**You help us serve our local community** by making possible hundreds of powerful connections among artists and young people every year. Artist Mentor Zachary Clark writes that teaching at New Urban Arts is about artists working with youth as collaborators and peers. And sometimes stumbling (and spilling paint?) in the process.

**You help us share our practice,** influencing national discussions on the arts, youth development and education. Harvard education graduate student Elena Belle White writes that what happens at New Urban Arts has “powerful implications” for education. And in the last year we have been nationally recognized by the US Department of Education and the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, to name only two.

**To sustain ourselves as both a local and national resource,** we depend on many different members of our community — including you. In the enclosed newsletter, you’ll see how our alumni have helped organize people in unique and important ways, as well as the way our donors continue to support our important work.

Thank you for making all of this and much more possible. We invite you to read about how we’ve put our plans into action and to join us on our next great adventure.

**Sincerely,**

Myrth York, Chair, Board of Directors

Jason Yoon, Executive Director

To read our full strategic plan visit [www.newurbanarts.org](http://www.newurbanarts.org)
New Urban Arts Wins Nation’s Highest Honor for Youth Arts Programs

On November 4, 2009, the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities named New Urban Arts one of 16 Coming Up Taller Award Winners! The Coming Up Taller Award is the nation’s highest honor for the field of out-of-school time (OST) arts and humanities programs, particularly those that reach underserved children and youth. Coming Up Taller award winners are selected by a rigorous peer review process that includes a panel and national jury of esteemed arts and humanities professionals from across the country.

Rosalia Vells, a New Urban Arts Alumna and the Chair of the Studio Team Advisory Board, and Jason Yoon, Program Director, also attended the ceremony. In addition a D.C. contingent of New Urban Arts youth and staff descended on the nation’s Capitol to lead arts workshops for the public and for a special reception that evening hosted by Senator Jack Reed, Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, Representative Jim Langevin, Representative Patrick Kennedy and Providence Mayor David Cicilline. This award is a testament to all of the amazing people that have contributed to our community in the last 13 years, particularly the incredible artists and young people who are our foundation. We express our deepest gratitude to the President’s Committee on the Arts and the Humanities, the Institute of Museum and Library Services, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the National Endowment for the Humanities and to First Lady Michelle Obama. To find out more about celebrating Coming Up Taller sign up for our e-mail list at www.newurbanarts.org

The celebration continues online. Link to photos, news articles, discussions, artwork, and personal reflections at www.newurbanarts.org

New Urban Arts Recognized by U.S. Department of Education as a Best Practices Program

New Urban Arts was one of 20 programs across the country selected by the United States Department of Education for a study of best practices in high school after school programs. The 20 programs were selected from a pool of 1,500 Twenty First Century Community Learning Center (21st CCLC) High school programs. The 21st CCLC initiative is a competitive program that financially supports centers like New Urban Arts that provide academic enrichment opportunities during non-school hours for children, particularly students who attend high-poverty and low-performing schools. Representatives from the US Department of Education visited New Urban Arts to identify best practices in our work that lead to academic achievement. The final report will be completed sometime in 2010. New Urban Arts is in the third year of a five-year grant through the 21st CCLC program.

ARTOGRAPHY: Arts in a Changing America

New Urban Arts is one of nine organizations across the country selected to be supported by ARTOGRAPHY, Arts in a Changing America, a grant and documentation program of Leveraging Investments in Creativity, funded by the Ford Foundation. The goal of the ARTOGRAPHY program is to highlight the work of organizations engaged in exemplary artistic and organizational practices as seen through the lens of changing demographics. These organizations, selected through a national selection process, demonstrate the artistic rigor of community responsive organizations working among changing cultures within their communities. Through documentation and publishing the ARTOGRAPHY program will share lessons learned and best practices with the broader field to highlight the value of diverse artistic practices throughout the United States.

Visit www.artsinachangingamerica.net
The Nature of Youth Mentorship at New Urban Arts

In a graduate essay, Elena Belle White captures the unique relationships between artist mentors and high school students at New Urban Arts. Elena recently graduated from Harvard’s Graduate School of Education where she earned a master degree in their Arts in Education program. We’re grateful for her insight. Here are some excerpts from her paper.

Describing the studio she writes:

The space is open, light-filled and colorful. Music with a heavy beat is pulsing softly in the corner. Youth and staff enter the space, say their hellos, some give hugs. There are no doors or closed cabinets in the space – materials are open and accessible to all. Art-work covers the walls and hangs from the ceiling. Tables are pushed together and become piled high with art-making supplies. Chairs are pulled up. Now everyone is crowded around, engaged and working. The hum of collective work is evident and infectious. The youth here at New Urban Arts are in high school; most of the artist mentors are young adult emerging artists in college, graduate school or beyond, but it’s hard to tell the difference. Everyone sits at the tables together; no one seems to be in charge.

She describes the learning process at New Urban Arts:

The difference between working with youth, and for youth, is striking; mentorship at New Urban Arts is partnership. Several youth told stories about mentors who provided materials and an initial idea, then inquired about the youth’s interests and goals. Youth reported that this practice of questioning and encouraging their input helped to open space for them to be co-directors of the learning process.

“It’s all about trial and error”, one youth commented.

“You know how in a math book the answers are all in the back of the book? Well, here there’s no cheat sheet. Here, we learn things the hard way, but it’s better that way because then we know we know it.”

Concluding, Elena writes that New Urban Arts’ model has

“powerful implications” for community-based youth arts and education and can help educators and communities

“honor youth voice and to reexamine the nature of youth/adult relationships.”

Elena continues to explore her interest in youth and community empowerment through the arts and most recently worked as the interim Teen Programs Manager at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. To download her entire paper please visit www.newurbanarts.org/blogs.html
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New Urban Arts has become my home. I feel inspired here. I am always productive in one way or another. At New Urban Arts there is ALWAYS someone I can talk to, someone is always interested in what I’m up to. It makes me feel important, significant, loved. I’ve never been happier than when I’m here.

Shannon Falvey, student 2008–2009

Artist mentors are like a glimpse into what we could be and I like that view very much.

Emely Barroso, student

Here at New Urban Arts my art becomes what I’ve always wanted it to be: experimental, fun, open, playful, shared, and most importantly, collaborative. There is no “mine” or “yours”—everything is ours.

Lane Taplin, artist mentor, 2008–2009
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Thank you, Andrew and Peter!

In the last two years, New Urban Arts Mentoring Fellows, Andrew Oesch and Peter Hocking have been vital members of our community, supporting our volunteer team of artist mentors, connecting with young people, sharing our model with new audiences, and helping us make new connections locally and nationally. They have built a strong foundation as our inaugural team of Arts Mentoring Fellows that includes: Conversations on Creative Practice: a dialogue with people in our community about bringing creativity into their daily lives; vacation week programs highlighting new media for young people to explore; and countless hours meeting and reflecting with artist mentors in our Artist Mentor Professional Development Program. Please join us in thanking them for all of their hard work on behalf of New Urban Arts and the young people of Providence.

Cooling off New Urban Arts

Last summer, New Urban Arts was pretty cool thanks to air conditioners we bought with the help of Michael Fournier and many other generous donors who contributed to a special fund. It made a huge difference because our summer programs have doubled in enrollment. We asked Michael to share what motivated him to help out like this.

What first got you interested in New Urban Arts?

After moving to Rhode Island in 1996, I was interested in getting involved in a community organization as a volunteer. I had lunch with Tyler [Denmead] and he shared his passion and his vision. I appreciated where he was coming from and I said I’d be happy to be involved.

Where did the interest in fundraising for the AC fund come from?

We’ve been coming to the events here over the last five years even though I have not been on the board, I’ve been able to see what’s happening, where the needs are, and stay involved. At the end of June of last year it was an extremely warm afternoon. I just walked in to say howdy and Sarah and Jason were dripping wet from sweat, and people just looked horrible and there were fans everywhere. I said to Jason, “You can’t be open like this. This organization has the capacity to do what it takes to ensure that there’s proper air conditioning.” At that point I said, “If you’d allow me, I’d be happy to take some leadership and run a mini-campaign,” and Jason said “Sure!” I was just affected by the conditions that staff and young people had to deal with. I said to Jason “Give me a week. I’ll call all board members and past board members and in a week to two weeks I’ll try to raise $4,000.” And that’s what we did.

Why do you continue to be involved with New Urban Arts?

Every time I am in the space, it continues to inspire me, the way young people seek to find their voice. New Urban Arts depends on donors and organizers of all types. Do you want to chair or help with a special campaign or other fundraising efforts? Contact Jason Yoon at jason@newurbanarts.org

Donor Profile: Rosalia Velis

Last May, Rosalia Velis, New Urban Arts Alumna and the Studio Advisory Board Chair, came up with an innovative way to raise money for New Urban Arts. She posted this birthday wish on her Facebook page through the Causes application:

New Urban Arts has meant a lot to me over the last few years. I think it would just be the bees knees if you could donate even just a dollar to the cause. If you donate a dollar, and my other friends donate a dollar, then I have over a hundred dollars. Then again, if you donate MORE than a dollar, we’re doing pretty spiffy. So think about it. And if you’re familiar with New Urban Arts you KNOW it won’t go to waste.

Summer Studio Coordinator, Julia Gualtieri, asked Rosalia to describe what motivated her:

JG: How did you promote the cause?

RV: I wrote a paragraph of why New Urban Arts is important to me and sent it to all 190 of my friends, mostly high school kids. I mentioned in the note that you don’t have to donate a lot, even one dollar is awesome.

JG: What kind of response did you get?

RV: At first I didn’t get any response and I was a little worried. Then a few people here and there started donating and writing that they planned to donate. By my birthday I had raised about $75.

JG: Any advice to future donors?

RV: A lot of people worry about not giving enough. You don’t have to donate $1,000 to make a difference. To find out more about fundraising through Facebook Causes go to: www.facebook.com/causes. Search for New Urban Arts and join our ‘Cause!’
I'm Zack Clark, a first year mentor at New Urban Arts. Technically, I’m a painting mentor but my most recent project with students is the front window installation. It doesn’t look like a painting, but paint is there, if you look closely. So, I’m legitimate in my title here.

Not knowing what to expect the first time I came to New Urban Arts, I walked into voices, paper clippings, lights covered in tissue paper, spilled glitter, ripped cardboard, and a ship half-constructed. Envelopes tacked to the walls. People sprawled on the floor. I remember not immediately being able to differentiate mentors from students, which was disorienting. But that place was happening. I wanted to belong.

But I didn’t exactly know how to navigate it. I wanted to do it right, to be a good mentor; find the right projects and say the right words. I felt I was hitting my stride after a semester. Painting.

I got it then—that mistake wasn’t an indication of inadequacy. It was an opportunity. What I thought would invalidate my role made me more accessible to the individuals around me. It transformed us from mentor and student to collaborators.

Knowing all of the answers isn’t what the program is all about. All this space asks of you is to be present with one another, open to talking, learning, joking, and mistaking about. All this space asks of you is to be present with one another, open to talking, learning, joking, and mistaking about. In our collective presence a community emerges, another, open to talking, learning, joking, and mistaking about. All this space asks of you is to be present with one another, open to talking, learning, joking, and mistaking about.

During my frenzied attempt to wash out the stain at the sink, I had time to ponder important issues: who knew the line would bleed into a large pink semicircle so quickly; I wonder what New Urban Arts’ policies are regarding shirt reimbursement?

Most of all, I felt disappointed with myself. All my efforts to assert control as a mentor, and here I was babbling apologies, not knowing what to do next. I made this glaring red mistake—my incompetence staring back at me from Bridgette’s sleeve. After she left, I felt, “there goes that student.”

But Bridgette came back. She wasn’t wearing a white shirt, maybe intentionally, but there she was, at that same table the next week. Painting.
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I was told the spot came out.

Zach is currently doing a community-based artist residency in North Carolina and plans to return to Providence and New Urban Arts later this year. Bridgette, sans spots, has returned for her second year at New Urban Arts and served on our artist mentor selection committee. Zach gave this speech at our annual campaign fundraiser in April.

Studio Life Online

Follow us on Twitter: twitter.com/newurbanarts
Join the conversation on our blog: newurbanarts.blogspot.com
Find us on myspace: www.myspace.com/newurbanarts
Log in to find us on facebook: www.facebook.com/newurbanarts
View the studio photo album on Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/newurbanarts

View how-to videos on the New Urban Arts Wiki: http://mashawilo.wetpaint.com/
Download free curriculum from our thematic summer program, the Art Inquiry: www.newurbanarts.org/blogs.html
Purchase printed publications of our Program Resource Guides, online at Lulu Press: http://stores.lulu.com/newurbanarts

College Corner

All seniors who have participated at New Urban Arts for at least one year are also eligible for free college preparatory support through our partnership College Visions. It is an amazing partnership, all of our seniors participating in this program gain acceptance to college, the majority of them low-income and/or first generation college students. College Visions’ Assistant Director, Deborah Steinberg, sat down with Operations Manager (and former Program Director), Tamara Kaplan, to talk about their approach to partnership.

TK: What role do you think College Visions (CV) and your partner organizations play in enhancing the long-term success of Providence high school students?

DS: The exciting thing about working with partners like New Urban Arts is that we can help translate the experiences that happen there into the college application process. Students have these really meaningful and formative experiences at places like New Urban Arts – developing a sense of curiosity and opportunity, interests and passions to explore. By the time they get to College Visions, they already know that college is important, but it’s hard to know how that connects to a college search and application.

At College Visions we get to help bridge that curiosity and passion with the nitty-gritty steps of the college process. On the one hand, the college process is filled with big ideas and questions. “What do I want to study? What do I want to be? What excites me? Who am I?” But on the other hand, the college process is filled with tons of little details and logistics. It’s copying tax forms, calling financial aid offices, addressing envelopes, meeting deadlines. You need to go back and forth between the big picture and the nitty-gritty all the time.

At their best, I think that College Visions and partner organizations like New Urban Arts are helping young people in Providence make good decisions – first for college and then hopefully throughout their lives. To think broadly, know their options, think ahead, pursue goals, follow through, and have mentors help you along the way.

To learn more about College Visions visit www.collegevisions.org
Participation rates have continued to rise, with an average of 125 students actively participating in the studio each month. 100% agreed or strongly agreed that New Urban Arts
offered paid internships in the arts for 30 youth. 12 seniors participated in College Visions, a yearlong college preparatory program, and now attend colleges around the country (including Bates College in Maine, Guilford College in North Carolina, Temple University in Pennsylvania, Clark University in Massachusetts, Eastern Connecticut State University, Brandeis University in Massachusetts and Brown University in Rhode Island.

2,200 people attended 22 events and exhibitions at New Urban Arts this year, all free and open to the public. New Urban Arts’ Hats On Annual Campaign Event raised over $12,000 to support our after-school arts mentoring program.

Over $60,000 in donations were received via the Annual Campaign.

Visit us sometime! We are located at 743 Westminster Street in the West End of Providence, Rhode Island. The best time to catch the studio vibe is weekdays from 3-5pm when students and artist mentors are here.

Visit our website at www.newurbanarts.org or call 401.751.4556 for more information.

Our 2009 Annual Campaign ran from 7/1/08 to 6/30/09. If you find any errors please let us know by contacting Jason Yoon at jason@newurbanarts.org or 401.751.4556.

than you!

2009 impact report

304 students enrolled in our after-school Youth Mentorship Program this year.

88% of students rated New Urban Arts’ programs “outstanding.”

98% of student participants agreed or strongly agreed that they have built strong, trusting relationships and developed a way of creating that expresses who they are.

20 artists and 2 tutors volunteered over 4,000 hours to mentor Providence high school students this year.

Private foundations and public support

National Endowment for the Arts
The Rhode Island Foundation and the Richard and Vera Green Family Fund
Rhode Island Department of Education 21st Century Community Learning Center Program
Rhode Island State Council on the Arts
Citizen Bank Foundation
The Mirvins Foundation
Hadabra Children’s Fund
Otis H. York Foundation
The Champlin Foundations
City of Providence, Department of Arts Culture and Tourism
The Angier Foundation
Thomas Charitable Trust
Ocean State Charities Trust
The Carter Family
Charitable Trust
Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island
The Handshouse Foundation
The Bargren Foundation

Bank of America Matching Funds
Citizen Bank Foundation Matching Funds
FM Global Foundation
Opportunity Legacy Funds
The Fox Foundation
Matching Program

in-kind business sponsors

Bubba Tree House College Visions
Edible Arrangements Farmstead Japhy Floral Studio J.J. Latin Dancer’s McLaughlin & Moran Nicks on Broadway Sir Speedy Cranston Uncle Paul’s Brick Oven Pizzeria Westport Rivers Vineyard & Winery

Corner office (500+–)
Alanna Stafford Laura R. Royce (superstar (1000+–)
Cayson & Susan Lew David Brensike (Uncommon Good)
Jack & Sandy Richter Jack & Sara McConnell Jason Yoon
Linda Stafford Burrows & Eric Burrows Lucky Leone & Joan Price Mathew Arling, (Vilmain, Inc.) Myork-Y. & David Green Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island Peter Husking Sharon Lloyd Clark

Dynamo (100+–)
Voices of Xmas Barbara Levine (The Nancy Carolyn Greene Endowment Fund) Buff & Johnnie Chace Deborah Brayton Deborah Obi & James Glick (Sir & Lynn & Merlei The Kinene Linn reporter Stephie Capil Mauro DeCarvalho Michael Fournier & David Liddle Narragansett Bay Commission Raji Thakker & Nadia Zohra (CSBIC, Inc.) Scott & Jeremiah Livel Shiva & Jyothi Subramanian

Pioneer (20+–)
Alexis Brayton Bill Elman & Raymond Beaulieu Brian Mullen Britten Taplin Charles Ransom Claudelle & Philip Frankenberg David Karlst (99)
& Barbara Hunger Ellen Mayer (Providence Tango) Holy Eweal
Jean Moss & Jon Ye Ye Jesse Banks III (99)

Peter & Lucia Gill Case Roger Carter & Claire King Sarah Mayer & Seth Gransfield Stephen Decon & Joan Magara Susan Smyland Susan Symonds Tamara Kaplan & Brock Petski The Columbus Foundation Tyler & Catherine Deemand

"shake" (175+–)
Andrew Dech (99)
Christine Treidell Deborah Ruggiero Derek Schothauser & Anna Snyder Edith Apollo Joel Cohen & Andrew Tson Judith Hopps & Norbert Richter Marcus Ciosa (99)
Marshall Carpenter & Mary Kate Groben Meryngh Yon (99)
Michael & Hope Hudson Prudence Shipping Corporation Robert Hoffmann Russh Maschi

"move" (100+–)
Amie Kernbach (99)
B. Karina Lutz Bill Gallery & Mary MacDonald Brian & Lorr Johnson Charla & Josh Stem Carole Harmon & Deb DeCarlo Cathy Lund & Peter Karczmar Cherry Amrody Cory & Allisett Brettenschleder Cory & Douglas Kallfieki Paint it Dark, (Dark Sydney.) (99)
David & Ellen Caruso Deering & Jane Sherman Denise Monroe Diane & Sandra Bally Elaina & Steven Gold

Emily Untach (99)
Esben & Michella Fournier Fabiola Bojancz & Alan Palmer Frances Sulie Gary Block, (Ocean State Veterinary Specialists) Glenne Bule & Virginia Branch Jack & Sharon Lee Jacqueline Ann
James Langeman for Congress Jennifer Wood & Bob Lee Jenny & Paula Sager Joel Cohen & Andrea Tom Jersey Jenifer (99)
Katherine Ball (99)
Kaye & Bill Obioll

Kristen Merz (Orange Square, Inc.) Lauren & Fred Harrington Lene Linx & Zolarine Mike & Sunny Smyland Lucy O’Riley & Charles Rackrod Mark & Linda Carlow Marie Claire Knight & Daryl Wright Mary-Alex & Matthew Derby Matthew Montgomery & Michael Olscheck Micah Salkind Michael Yoon Myrtle & Lynn Rosano Nina & Peter Togs, (Studio Hop) Paul Brooks & Charles Sullivan Rhoda Perry Johnнес Seges Rosalie Mistadise & Thomas Leong Ross Chell & Kathleen Ondan Ryan & Christina Witkis Sarah Bernstein (99)
Sasha & Sheila Duhamel Simon Moore (99)
Standy & Judith Kaplan Stephen & Nicky Piper Tim Beerworth Tahani Colullo Tim Land & Allinson Smith Lord Tina Tryforos & David Reville Valerie Kl

friend (99)
Adiela Orebua Allan & Mickey Fournier Alycia Holland Short & Adam Short Alycia Wood Andrew & Kate Bramson Andrew Sorpon & Antoinette Tisa Anna Rosaf & Douglas Iblke Ann & Carl Brown Anna Magliora Annie Myusajki Anonymous Anthony Macchi Axel Diaz & Michelle Fei Ranita & Kristie Leon Bette Smulyan & Theodore Haber Brian & Susan Green Carl STrobeck & Alan Tracy Carol Ann Nelson Carol Ann Penney camara Carmen (99)
Christina Bartoni Christina D’Icheria & Real Walsh Christina Bowdler Christina West

Claire & Richard Foumi Davri & Cheryl Magner Daniel Baudouin Daniel Schiffer (99)
Eric Wrog Erik Gould & Rebecca Siemens Evelyn Lincoln & Brian Shure Glen Fournier Graham Heffeman Gretchen Drew Simpson Gwen Fournier Hannah & Keith Stein Harry & Jeanne Stewie Heather Gaydos (99)
Heidi Nelson & Nancy Johnson J.T. & Mary Beth Geeschilt Jackie & Stew Davis James Day James Pierce & Stephanie Fantanato Jane Eisen & Mike Fox Jeanne Roasting Jill Nash (99)
Johanna Wilczak John Nagy (99)
Sally Gabb & Beth Grossi Sandie Cheng Sandra Clark & Pauline Matta Sandra Morini Sara Agriel Simone Joyaux & Tom Ahern Steven Damo Susan Harperty Susan Sakash Susan Shanley Thomas & Elizabeth Boucher Tina McDouglash Virginia Robinson Wendy & Timothy Warlick Wendy Ewalt Yee Choon Zanora Mattos Sandra Olson award recipients
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Meredith Younger
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Michael & Hope Hudner

Meredith Younger (99)
Michael & Hope Hudson Prudence Shipping Corporation Robert Hoffmann Russh Maschi

Andrew & Kate Bramson

Annie Miyazaki

Anna Magliora

*alumni, students, and artist mentors

Mary Evans

Megan Fisher

Meredith & Joseph Costa

Michael & Cynthia McDermott

Michael & Jill Butler

Michelle St. Oge

Mike Epstein & Elizabeth Kaza

Nancy Kneaves-Saltzburg

Nasko Sibouwana

Nicole Low

Nanamed Alwae

Patricia Hushle

Patrick & Marilyn Malone

Paul Le

Paula & Kevin O’Neil

Peter & Bikshie Yoon

Peter Shil & Liz Yoon

Phane & Simon Bean & John Dean

Randell Holder & Becca Lee

Raymond Morneau

Renay & Todd Michel

Richard & Karen Lambe

Risa Gilpin

Robert & Jolene Emken

Roderick Nazaki

Rosalie Yels (99)

Sally Gabb & Beth Grossi

Sandie Cheng

Sandra Clark & Pauline Matta

Sandra Morini

Sara Agriel

Simone Joyaux & Tom Ahern

Steven Damo

Susan Harperty

Susan Sakash

Susan Shanley

Thomas & Elizabeth Boucher

Tina McDouglash

Virginia Robinson

Wendy & Timothy Warlick

Wendy Ewalt

Yee Choon

Zanora Mattos

sandra Olson award recipients

Deborah Obioll

Mathia Arling, (Vilmain, Inc.)

Eric Brosnan & Eliza Block

Deborah Obioll

in-kind sponsor

The Avery Reinsel Co.
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Our 2009 Annual Campaign ran from 7/1/08 to 6/30/09. If you find any errors please let us know by contacting Jason Yoon at jason@newurbanarts.org or 401.751.4556.